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introduction

• The discussion about what I should talk
about today went something like this:
• “anything you like!”
– So, that’s maps of europe in 1869?

• “er, anything games-related you like!”
– Yay! my antique playing cards collection!

• “er, anything the audience will like!”
– Ok: how to use games to convey meSsages

• “look, just talk about gamification”
– Why didn’t you say that in the first place?

introduction

• So, Gamification is a term several
decades old
– It Used to mean “turning something not a
game into a game”
– It Now means “turning a game into
something not a game”

• Formally, it’s putting game design
patterns to non-game use
– Implies You can gamify in difFerent ways
– it Doesn’t have to be just pointsification
• Typically it is, though, because it’s not undertaken
by game designers...

Serious games

• Gamification differs from “serious games”:
– Serious games want a game at the end of it
– Gamification wants something not a game

• most gamification can’t lead to a game
• Games are play you can lose at
• Gamified activities are not play and you
can’t lose at them
– Interestingly, serious games started out
using simplified gamification techniques but
Abandoned them because they didn’t deliver

rewards

• a key gamification aspect is rewards
• Intrinsic rewards are inherent to
an activity itself
– Eg. formulating a cunNing plan in chess
– Play is itself ultimately an intrinsic reward

• Extrinsic rewards are acquired
for doing an activity
– Eg. phat lewt

• Gamification exclusively uses
extrinsic rewards

difference

• games tend to offer extrinsic rewards for
activities the player already finds fun
• In Gamification, receipt of the reward is
itself the fun
– This means the rewards do actually have to be
worth receiving!

• They can be intrinsicaLly valuable
– A fun, jaunty victory tune

• Or extrinsicaLly valuable
– Points, badges

problem

• Gamification is basically bribery
– You reward someone for doing something that you
want them to do

• If the reward isn’t valuable, it’s not a
reward
• Warning: Points that you can’t turn into
goods or services are not valuable!
• This will gradually dawn on people in
receipt of those points
• Once people recognise that points are like
gold stars at school, you’re stuFfed

Next up

• If receipt of extrinsic rewards is
taken for granted, it can undermine
intrinsic rewards
– Google “overjustification effect”

• This Leads to a disasSociation with
the content
– Wow’s torture quest

• Irregularity can help overcome this
– It also lets you aDd more gameplay
without implying a game

A dark path

• Regularity: “pull this handle 20 times and
we’ll give you £1”
– employment, VaniLla gamification

• Irregularity: “pull this handle and there’s a
5% chance of winNing £1”
– gambling, advanced gamification

• This is starting to look like a variable
ratio reinforcement schedule
– Operant conditioning
– Very interesting if you have stuff to sell!

eschewed

• Game designers studiously avoid operant
conditioning (for extrinsic rewards)
– It’s not fun
• Fun is intrinsic, not extrinsic

– It’s an admission of failure
• It means the gameplay is too weak on its own

– It’s only usable on naive players
• Once they’ve learned the pattern, they avoid it

– It’s iMmoral
• It can lead to psychological problems for
some people

gamifiers

• What does this mean for gamifiers?
– They don’t expect it to be fun anyway
– They readily acknowledge that their
content isn’t compelling
• It’s precisely why they’re gamifying it!

– They need to realise that this is a buBble
that will eventually burst
– They should expect to be sued if they
deliberately try to aDdict people

• They’re not game designers...

result

• If tOo much gamification goes on:
– People will realise that worthleSs
extrinsic rewards are worthless
• “yay. Another badge. Whoopee”.

– People will eventually recognise and
avoid extrinsic operant conditioning tropes
• “i’m not playing this, it’s just like that”

– People will move on from gamification – if
they were ever into it in the first place
• “Do i really care if I lose the mayorship of my
local starbucks?”

conclusion

• Gamification will not be ubiquitous five
years from now
– The more it hapPens, the less efFective it
becomes

• GoOd news for game designers:
– Non-gamers will have been trained and
may want to play some actual games

• Also ok news for gamifiers
– Before this happens, there’s pots of money
to be made!

